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and frankly we spend a lot of other money today ar.d my 
area of the state didn’t get any. But the problem that 
I see right this very minute is that Senator V/esely’s 
proposal to reconider the last meritorious program sort 
of broke the trend. I don’t know what happened. This 
body may have come back to the realization that there 
aint that much money or something. So I’m getting 
nervous about this amendment, I ’m not sure that I got 
the votes since the. . . .you know its just not rolling 
like it was earlier. So out of fear and desire to not 
be embarassed I’m going to ask unanimous consent to 
withdraw this but I think that it is totally unfair that 
we didn’t get our measely $600,000 when everybody else 
got so very much. There are those days however and I 
recognize them. I would ask unanimous consent to withdraw 
this amendment.
SEPAKER MARVEL: Hearing no objections, so ordered.
CLERK: Mr. President, the next amendment that I have
is offered by Senator V/arner.
SPEAKER MARVEL: Senator V/arner.
SENATOR WARNER: Mr. President, I offer the amendment on
my own. V/hat the amendment does is the previous Kahle 
amendment is so worded that in the event the capital 
construction money, a million three in LB 2^5A should 
that portion not become law that then the million three 
would be restored to the LE 309 money the deferred 
maintenance money and v/ould remain in tact. Now I don't 
think that this in any way jeopardizes those who are 
interested in supporting 2^5A. But what it will do
is permit the state to utilize the fund, the million
three fully in the event that 245A does not....is not 
enacted and it means a million three less pressure on 
the General Fund otherwise. That is the purpose of the 
amendment. It doesn't change Senator Kahle's motion to 
2^5A if enacted will be funded from the cigarette tax and 
it would only come into effect should that portion of the
A bill not be funded. Nothing else. That is all that it
does. It is not meant to create any problems for anybody 
on 245A. My concern is solely one that we do not place 
the General Fund in the position of picking up a million 
three in the event that that is not necessary. Senator 
Kahle, I don't think that this creates any problem for 
you.
SPEAKER MARVEL: The motion is the adoption of the Warner
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